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BOOK REVIEWS

‘Don’t forget to pack a proper book into the holiday suitcase - and what better than one of  our choices? Can’t decide? 
Visit www.novelsforromance.co.uk for a guide to the romantic genre - or contact writerselect@gmail.com and we’ll try and help.”

WORDS by Bruce Edwards

BookShelfThe
“We take a glimpse into the last century this month with a trio of eclectic titles - a nostalgic foray”

POlDarK - Demelza           
Winston Graham               

PuB. By:  Pan          
P/B:   £7.99

Way back in march, we ran a review on the 
first title from the Poldark saga, at the point 
when the new television series had just 
launched. As anticipated, the blunt spoken Ross 
was taken to the nation’s (girly) heart - and sparky 
Demelza was revealed (in one way or another) 
as “the young maid with an unconsciously 
magical charm beneath her naïve looks who 
captures Ross’s heart”. We’re still suckers for telly 
nostalgia, the comforting antidote for the speed 
and pressure of  modern life, so the descent 
into the romance of  the past was therapeutic 
and we miss the weekly dose, despite the rather 
upsetting way in which the first series ended. 
The good news is that we’re on track for the 
remainder in due course. If  you’re suffering from 
the understandable withdrawal symptoms, then 
reading these well-written stories once more 
will help . . . Demelza’s first child is born, the 
Warleggan feud continues . . . read on, there’s 
plenty more to come.

ISBN: 978-1-4472-8153-5

aNNIe’S StOry                           
Fenella Forster                                      

PuB. By:  Silverwood       
P/B:   £11.99

With a first chapter headed ‘New Year’s Eve 
1912’, it puts this title firmly into place - we’re 
concentrating on an era now long gone. Annie 
is first seen as an errant maid in an elegant 
household - Bonham Place - dreaming, as oft 
young maids are wont so to do, about a man 
rather than concentrating on her duties. It can 
get her into trouble of  course - and starts her on 
a life-changing journey. So our Annie becomes 
a ‘voyager’ and heads off  to Australia. The 
pleasure in this read must be in the descriptive 
detail, and there’s a lot to go at with 400 plus 
pages in a sizeable format. Another applauded 
aspect is the way Forster (pen-name, Tunbridge 
Wells resident) has the confidence to side-step 
the big names and use a more individualistic 
publisher. We should congratulate - and support 
- less well-known authors, for the quality of  
both writing and plot can often exceed that of  
the ‘commercial’ writer. A voyager indeed and 
we wait for more.

ISBN: 978-1-78132-308-3 

at HOme WItH tHe SOaNeS           
Susan Palmer                      

PuB. By:  Pimpernel Press          
P/B:   £12.99

looking ‘behind the scenes’ of  the historical 
dramas now so beloved of  our television 
screens, we have to marvel at the detailing 
of  set décor and wonder on the accuracy. 
A glance into this superb little ‘handbook’ to 
a 19th century way of  life provides some idea 
how it can be achieved. With the comprehensive 
information about an - though admittedly 
London rather than a Cornish Warleggan - 
household, one may not be surprised to find 
a copy lurking in the toolkit of  the historic set 
designers. Such a document, with every aspect 
of  a fashionable household laid bare for scrutiny, 
gives the student of  the times a tremendous 
wealth of  information. Well illustrated and well 
presented, it’s a valuable addition to the library 
of  serious aficionados. Full marks to Pimpernel 
for presenting us with this excellent and updated 
reprint of  the original 1997 document. You 
may not find it in the local book store where 
commercial profit comes before a decent 
portfolio, but you can ask . . .  

ISBN: 978-1-9102-5844-6


